
� Low odor
� Easy to apply
� Splatter resistant
� Easy clean-up with water
� MPI certified

PERFORMANCE PLUS®

THE PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE

Designed for the professional and the 
homeowner alike, the Performance Plus line 
of products provides a consistent, reliable 
quality finish. The modified PVA resin has been 
proven to provide good coverage and value. 
Performance Plus applies easily to indoor 
surfaces such as smooth or textured walls and 
ceilings. Performance Plus interior finish is an 
outstanding product for use on new wallboard, 
smooth or textured, in living rooms, bedrooms, 
hallways and ceilings. The low odor and low 
VOC formulation make it a great choice for 
commercial, industrial, and institutional spaces.

FLAT
A flat finish will minimize visibility of surface 
imperfections. It is ideal for theatre and performing 
arts and residential or commercial projects where 
no sheen is desired and minimal traffic will be 
expected. Ideal for ceilings or in formal living and 
dining rooms. Perfect for use on walls with  
uneven surfaces.

EGGSHELL
Ideal for projects where a deep, rich look is desired 
yet only a minimal sheen is needed. Also applicable 
for commercial or residential projects that require 
minimal washability such as conference rooms, new 
homes, living rooms or bedrooms.

SATIN
This finish will minimize dirt pick-up and is washable. 
Ideal for projects where a deep, rich look and some 
sheen and washability are desired, such as offices, hotel 
rooms, conference rooms, apartments, or homes.

SEMIGLOSS
This high-sheen product is very washable and perfect 
for areas that are more susceptible to dirt, grease and 
moisture. Ideal for projects in high traffic areas such as 
waiting rooms, restaurants and other public areas, as 
well as kitchens, bathrooms and laundry rooms.



FLAT EGGSHELL SATIN SEMIGLOSS

VOLUME SOLIDS 29.1% 31.4% 33.0% 32.0%

VISCOSITY 95-100 KU 95-100 KU 95-100 KU 95-100 KU

WEIGHT PER GALLON 10.9 (LB) 10.9 (LB) 10.5 (LB) 10.4 (LB)

GLOSS <5%@60° 5-10%@60° 10-20%@60° 45-55%@60°

V.O.C. (MINUS WATER) 31.0 G/L 45.0 G/L 45.0 G/L 28.0 G/L

ABOUT MILLER PAINT
Established in 1890, Miller Paint is an employee owned company with a proud Northwest tradition of creating products made for our 
unique Northwest climate. From our humble beginnings as a family-run company, to a company with over 300 employees and over 50 
locations, Miller Paint has always been there for the professional and homeowner alike.

For a location near you, go to www.millerpaint.com

Specification figures should be taken as accurate for products being produced at the time of publication in untinted white bases only. Formulation improvements may be 
made from time to time that may affect these figures to some degree. Manufacturing tolerances of +/-2% are considered acceptable. Whenever a change is made that the 
Manufacturer considers substantial, the specification will be revised.Miller and Miller Paints are registered trademarks of Miller Paint Co., Inc. Portland, OR.REV 9/16

COVERAGE: Approximately 250-300 square feet per gallon @ 1.5 dry mils. Two coats 
recommended for even coverage. Coverage depends on porosity and profile of the surface.

DRY TIME: One hour to touch and four hours to recoat @ 70°F and 50% relative humidity.

Specifications For Performance Plus
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